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1: Introduction
Asynchronous circuits inherently data driven, are active onl) when the? do useful work and allow low power consumption, timing fault tolerance. and high-speed operation with an average delay instead of a worst-case delay [1,2.6]. Techniques for synthesis of asynchronous circuits have been proposed at logic. high. and system levels. The Petri Net is the must iiinivei-sal 111odel to specify an asynchronous behavior. The Signal Iriliisitioin Graph inodel is a Petri Net tlie transitions of which are interpreted as value changes on circuil signals. .l'he PredicateITransition Nets are a system level specification tinodel that deals with concurrency and covers both control and calculation Currently the ina.jority ot tiigli-lrvcl synthesis tools targct a1 the synchronous RTLstructures 13-41 and perform scheduling that introduce control Tteps and linite state machine states. The Tangram high-level VLSI programming language supports the entire automatic coinpilatinin into asynchronous circuits.
2: Asynchronous schedules
The asynchi-onous schedule is a fou--tuple AS=(C',S F,,W,J where i ' is a set ofvariables. S is a set ofstatements, N=SuC' is a set of nodes. ~'GIVX-V is a flou relation. and M , , i F is the initial marking. The edges in F may he labeled with Boolean variables that regulate the token flow. The tiode i input-edges set and mitpu~-edges set are denoted I and i Statement-node i ib enabled if iz-./ and variable-node / is enabled if 'jnM# @ An enabled node tires. removing a token from edges in *i and adding a token to edges i n i Two nodes I and i :re conc- 
4: The schedule existence problem
To solve the existence problem is to prove that an asynchronous schedule exists which i-ealizes the given behavior correctly and has the concurrency level defined by sets D'
and D' The cyclic schedule existence problem is formulated 
6: Results
Experimental results obtained on a PC 486/50 for the fifth-order wave filter 1 4 1 are presented in Table I . Some of tlie asynchronous schedules have the critical path shorter than tlie critical path o f feasible sequential schedules generated b) the ALPS system (ILPF). The average path length is 18"; less than the critical path length.
